WARNING
PORTABLE CONSTANT PSI WATER SUPPLY TANK
Any piece of equipment can be dangerous if not operated properly. YOU are responsible for
the safe operation of this equipment. The operator must carefully read and follow any
warnings, safety signs and instructions provided with or located on the equipment. Do not
remove, defeat, deface or render inoperable any of the safety devices or warnings on this
equipment. If any safety devices or warnings have been removed, defeated, defaced, or
rendered inoperable, DO NOT USE THIS EQUIPMENT!!!
WARNING: Plastic cases and product plastic housings made from polycarbonate or other
plastics can expose you to chemicals including bisphenol A, which are known to the State of
California to cause cancer and birth defects or other reproductive harm. For more information,
go to www.P65warnings.ca.gov

MAKINEX Construction Products Hose 2 Go solutions to many common jobsite problems,
such as:
❖ Not getting water pressure for long enough?
❖ Electronics that breakdown?
❖ Too large and heavy to be portable?
Hose 2 Go Solutions:
✓ No complicated electronics to breakdown
✓ No battery to go dead or expensive replacements
✓ No need to manually pump to get the water pressure you need
✓ No need to drag hoses around the worksite, the Hose 2 Go is portable and weighs under
43 pounds when full
✓ 3.65-gallon capacity and up to 30 minutes of constant flowing water.
✓ Quick connecting on and off hose
✓ Pressurized sprayer with 7 settings
✓ Fills in 40 seconds from average water supply spigot
The Hose 2 Go provides a constant flow of water that allows you to suppress the dust when
cutting, core drilling, breaking, and grinding concrete. It is different than any other product on
the market because it provides a constant water flow without the use of either a pump, battery,
or electronics.
An easy-to-use dust suppression tool and portable water supply, which has handles for two easy
carrying positions.
If the person receiving this handout will not be the user of the equipment, forward these
instructions to the operator. If there is any doubt as to the operation or safety of the equipment,
DO NOT USE!!! CALL A TOOL SHED IMMEDIATELY!!! FAILURE TO FOLLOW
THESE INSTRUCTIONS COULD RESULT IN INJURY OR DEATH

